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ABSTRACT 
It was found by Lloyd Dines that the following two properties of a finite sequence 
of functions are equivalent: (A) There exists a positive function that is orthogonal 
to each member of the given sequence. (B) Every linear combination of the given se- 
quence either changes ign or vanishes identically. This paper gives a proof of the 
above equivalence by a variational method. Thereby the orthogonal function is given 
explicitly as the positive part of a linear combination of the sequence of functions. 
Moreover, this proof leads to various generalizations. In particular, it is shown that 
the following properties are equivalent: (A') There exists a positive function with non- 
negative moments relative to the given sequence of functions. (13') Every linear com- 
bination of the sequence having non-negative coefficients either changes ign or van- 
ishes identically. Next it is shown possible to transform these properties A '  and 
B' into statements about dual linear programs A"  and B". Program A" concerns the 
moments of the sequence of functions with respect o a positive function. The objec- 
tive of Program A" is to maximize the moment of the first function subject to the 
constraint that the moments of the remaining functions equal or exceed preassigned 
values. The dual program B" is a minimization problem stated in terms of linear 
combinations of the sequence. From the equivalence theorem it is shown that the 
maximum of the primal program is equal to the minimum of the dual program. This 
last theorem on infinite programs is not merely an analogy with the classical duality 
theorem of finite programming, because by a suitable refinement i is seen to include 
the classical theorem as a special case, Various other ramifications, counter examples, 
and applications related to the Dines theory are developed. 
* Prepared under Research Grant DA-ARO-D-31-124-G680, Army Research 
Office (Durham), February 12, 1966. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Given a set of real valued functions, 
f~(t) ,A(t)  ..... f~(t), (1) 
continuous on a closed interval a < t < b there is a continuous function 
y(t) which is not identically zero and which is orthogonal to all functions 
of the set. Thus 
fb f~(t)y(t)dt = 0, i ---- 1, 2, ..., n. (2) 
d 
Lloyd Dines raised the question as to when it is possible to have y(t) 
positive. He found that a necessary and sufficient condition that the 
orthogonality relation (2) holds for a continuous function y(t) > 0 
is that every linear combination 
Xlfl(t) + x2f2(t) + " "  + x.f~(t) (3) 
either changes ign in the interval or else vanishes identically [5]. 
The method of proof devised by Dines is very ingenious. However, it 
appears that he was unable to extend the proof for sets different from 
an interval or a sequence? His theorem is proved here for a sequence of 
real valued functions (1) but now t denotes a point in a set Q in any 
number of dimensions. The orthogonality relation (2) is replaced by 
f f~(t)y(t)dtz =- O, i = 1, 2, ..., n, 
t~ 
(4) 
where/z is a measure on -(2. The measure does not have to be continuous, 
so in particular (4) could represent linear relations uch as 
or 
J~yy~ ---- 0 (4b) 
1 
f l  f i Y j  + f~(t)y(t)dt ---- 0. (4c) 
1 0 
1 After his retirement from Carnegie Institute of Technology, Professor Dines 
corresponded with me from time to time, up until his recent death. Unfortunately 
we never exchanged information on the subject of inequalities. 
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The functions considered in this paper are assumed to be square inte- 
grable. In other words, functions f(t) are introduced for which 
fa  [f(t)12d# < c~ (5) 
and it shall be said that f(t)  is in the space L2 9 
If (4) has a solution y(t) then y(t) is far from being unique. However 
the variational principle developed in this paper leads to the explicit 
formula 
y(t) : [clfl(t) + c2f2(t) . . .  + Cnfn(t)] + -}- h(t). (6) 
Here If(t)] + denotes the "positive part" of f(t)  (thus If(t)] + = f(t) if 
f(t) > 0 and [f(t)] + = 0 otherwise) and h(t) is an arbitrary positive 
function of L~. The choice of the constants Cl, ..., ca depends of course 
on h(t), It is apparent from the form of (6) that: 
(a) If the functions J~(t) are continuous then y(t) can be taken to be 
continuous. 
(b) If the functions f i(t) are continuous and piecewise linear then 
y(t) can be continuous and piecewise linear. 
(c) If the functions 3~(t) are step functions then y(t) can be taken to 
be a step function. 
These simple deductions indicate the importance of having the solution 
y(t) of (4) given as an explicit formula. 
The Dines theorem is generalized in various ways and applied in 
various ways. For some applications the condition y(t) > 0 is too res- 
trictive. It is found possible to relax the condition y(t) > 0 to the extent 
that y(t) = 0 at a finite set of points S and to make a complementary 
modification of the condition on expression (3). This small change in 
hypothesis greatly increases the power of the Dines theorem. 
The orthogonality problem (4) is a special case of a moment problem. 
The Dines theorem is generalized in this light and several moment prob- 
lems are considered. In particular the following problem is treated 
fi(t)y(t)dt z > O, i = 1 ..... n, y(t) > O. (7) 
d t2 
It is found that the moment problem (7) has a solution y(t) if and only 
if any relation 
xif~(t) <~ O, x~ ~ 0 (8) 
1 
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implies that xi ~ 0. Furthermore it is shown that the solution can be 
given by the explicit formula (6) but now the constants ci are required 
to be non-negative. 
The generalized Dines theorem has application in proving duality 
theorems for infinite linear programs. Here the goal is to prove that if a 
linear program A has a finite value M then the dual program B has a 
finite value M' and M' = M. This statement is always true for linear pro- 
grams with a finite number of variables and a finite number of con- 
straints but is not true, in general, for infinite programs. Some simple 
counter examples are given in Section 7. Other counterexamples have 
been given by Kretschmer in [14] and by Karlovitz and the writer in [15]. 
In order to avoid the duality gap in infinite programming shown by 
these counter examples, it seems necessary to adjoin an additional con- 
dition. There are several different conditions which will do this. Thus a 
condition termed subconsistency was used in [13, 14, 15]. A condition 
termed superconsistency was used in [13, 14, 16]. A condition termed 
overconsistency was used in [15]. A condition termed weak and strong 
consistency was used in [15]. 
In this paper a new condition termed superfeasibility is assumed in 
order to avoid the duality gap. This condition may be explained as fol- 
lows. A function y(t) is a feasible solution of a linear program A if it 
is non-negative and satisfies the constraints of the program. The function 
y(t) is then superfeasible if it is positive except, possibly, for a finite set 
of points. 
This paper also gives further developments of an alternate duality 
theory for infinite programs formulated in [15] by Karlovitz and the 
author. In this theory a general infinite program is treated by regarding 
it as a sequential limit of regular programs. These regular programs are 
themselves infinite but have the same duality theorem as finite programs. 
This paper is self-contained. All concepts are developed ab initio from 
fundamentals except for the last section, which makes contact with the 
Fredholm theory of integral equations. 
NON LINEAR INDEPENDENCE 
For classification purposes in this paper we shall refer to condition 
(3) of the Dines theorem as a type of non-linear independence of the 
function fl(t) ..... fn(t). To develop this terminology we define three 
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types of nonlinear independence in addition to linear independence: 
(1) Linear independence, Y, lmxif~(t)= 0 ~ xi = O. 
(2) Up independence, [~lnxlf~(t)] + = 0 ~ xl = 0 
(3) Plus-up independence, [~l~xi+fi(t)] + = 0 ~ xi + = 0 
(4) Plus independence, ~_~lnxi+fi(t)= 0 ~ xi + = 0 
Here the equations are to be interpreted in the "almost everywhere" sense 
over the space s of concern. 
It is not difficult to see that the implication relations between these 
types of independence lead to the following lattice: 
.____.__....~ plus-up ~ plus 
up ~ linear ~ ' - ' *  
Thus linear independence n ither implies nor is implied by plus-up inde- 
pendence. 
In this terminology we can say that he moment problem (7) is solvable 
if and only if the functions f~, ...,fn are plus-up independent. On the 
other hand the condition of the Dines theorem may be described by the 
statement that up dependence ofthe functions implies linear dependence. 
Various combinations of these independence onditions will also arise 
in what follows. 
1. A MOMENT PROBLEM RELATED TO PLUS-UP INDEPENDENCE 
The following theorem is the central theorem of this paper. It states 
that a moment problem A1 is equivalent to an independence condition BI. 
Condition B~ asserts that plus-up dependence on a set implies plus de- 
pendence on a smaller set. 
THEOREM la. Let fl(t), f2(t) ..... fn(t) be a given sequence of functions 
of L2. Let S be a finite subset of points of s Then the moment problem 
{ f a fi(t)y(t)dl z ~ O, 
Ax y(t) >O in [2 - -S  
y(t) ~ 0 in S 
i = 1, 2, ..., n 
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has a solution y(t) in L2 if  and only if the sequence fl(t), f2(t) ..... , f~(t) 
satisfies the independence condition 
B x {~ x i f i ( t  ) ~ 0 in ~ ~ ~ x i f i ( t  ) = 0 in ~-~ - -  S a.e. 
1 
for any sequence of non-negative constants x l ,  x2 .... , xn. 
PROOF: First suppose that y(t) is a solution of problem A~. Then 
suppose F( t )=-  ~xnxifi(t)~ 0 a.e. for some set of non-negative 
constants {xi). Then by Ax 
o>_ - x, r r 
1 "J s J s 
But F(t)y(t) > 0 a.e. and since the integral of F(t)y(t) is not positive it 
follows that F(t )y( t )= 0 a.e. Thus since y > 0 in s  S we have 
F = 0 a.e. in g? -  S. This shows that A 1 -+ B 1 . Note that it is not 
assumed that the finite set of points S has measure zero. 
The proof that Bx implies Ax will be an obvious consequence of the 
following theorem if we take h(t) : 0 in S and h(t) > 0 in ~ -- S. 
THEOREM lb. Let the independence ondition B1 hold and let h(t) be a 
function of L2 which vanishes in S. Then the moment problem 
gl*  I f a fi(t)y(t)d# >_ O, i = 1, ..., n 
[ y(t) > h(t) 
has the explicit solution 
Cl t y(t) = [g(O + ~ x,A(0]  + + h(0. 
t 1 
Here g(t) is a given function of Le. 
The non-negative constants Xx, X2 ..... Xn are chosen to minimize the 
quadratic form 
Here the variable function p(t) and the variables xx , x~ ..... x~ are subject 
to the constraints p(t) ~ 0 and xi ~ O. Moreover it so happens if  ~Yj > 0 
then L f~(t)r(t)d~ = O. 
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PROOF: Let x I , X 2 , . . . ,  X n be denoted as a vector x. For fixed x it is 
clear that the minimum of Q is attained when p(t) satisfies 
p(t) = [ -  g(t) -- x~fl(t) . . . . .  xJ~(t)]  +. (1) 
Let the norm of x be 
1 
and let 
;t(k) = inf Q(p, x) for 11 x 11 < k. 
By compactness of  the sphere and continuity of  Q it is clear that there is a 
vector x k such that 
2(k)  = Q(pk, x~), II x k II ~ k 
and where pk(t) is given by (1). Moreover 2(k) is a continuous non-in- 
creasing function of  k. 
Suppose that 2(k) does not attain a limit no matter how large k is. 
Then there is a sequence of values of  k tending to infinity such that 
k ----- II x k II and 
2(k) < a(p, x) if II x II < k. (2) 
Now restrict k to this sequence and let 
z~ k = x~k/k, II zk 11 ---- 1. 
Then by further restricting k to a suitable subsequence it may be supposed 
that 
zi k ~ z i as k ~ oo and II z I1 = 1. 
Then divide Q by k s so 
•(k)k -2 = f {[k-lg(t) -t- u~(t)]+}~d# -q-2 f u~(t)h(t)d#k -1, 
n 
uk(t) = ~ zikf~(t). 
1 
Then as k -*  eo through the subsequence uk(t) converges to 
n 
u(t) = Z z&(t). 
1 
(3) 
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Thus pointwise 
k- lg(t)  + ur(t) --+ u(t), 
[k-lg(t) + u~(t)] + --+ [u(t)]+. 
By the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem it is seen that this is 
also mean square convergence. 
Now take the infimum of relation (3). The infimum of the second 
term on the right vanishes o it follows that the infimum on the right 
cannot be negative. Thus 2 (k )~ and since 2(k) is non-increasing 
2(k)/k 2 --+ O. Hence 
f {[u(t)l+}~a~ = 0. 
Then u(t) <_ 0 a.e. Then by the independence ondition B1 
u(t) = ~ zif~(t) <__ 0 --~ h(t) ~ zif i(t) = O. 
1 1 
Since zi k ---~ z~ and u~(t)--+u thus for k ~ K and for i = I, ..., n 
z~ C=O --+ O < xi ~ - z i = kz~ k - zi < xi k. (4) 
Also if t is any of the finite set of points S, 
0 ~ g(t) + ku~(t) -- u(t) ~ g(t) + kue(t) 
g(t) + ku~(t) - u(t) < 0 if u(t) < O. 
if u(t) > 0 (5) 
(6) 
The validity of (4), (5), and (6) depends on the fact that n and S are 
finite. It is a consequence (5) and (6) that 
[g(t) + ku~(t)] + ~ [g(t) -}- kuk(t) -- u(t)] +. (7) 
But since h( t )u ( t )= O, 
2(k) = f ([g(t) + ku~(t)]+)2dl z + 2k f uk(t)h(t)dl ~, (8) 
inf Q(p, x ~ - z) = f ([g(t) + ku~(t) - u(t)]+)edtz + 2k uk(t)h(t)dtt. 
" ~ ~ (9 )  
It follows from (7), (8), and (9) that 
2(k) >_ inf Q(p, x k - z). (10) 
10 
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However it follows from (4) that since z :fi 0 
II z ~ - z II < II x ~/I. (11) 
But relations (10) and (11) contradict relation (2). This contradiction 
shows that 2(k) has a limit for a finite value of k. 
Thus we now may assume that Q(p, x) attains a minimum for x = X 
and p ---- P. Differentiating Q(p, x) at the minimum point with respect 
of x~ gives the inequality 
2 f [P(t) + g(t) + ~ Xf~(t)]f~(t)d# + 2 f fj(t)h(t)dt z. (12) 0 
1 
Define Y(t) as 
Y(t) = [P(t) + g(t) + ~ XiJ~(t)] + h(t). (13) 
1 
It follows from (1) that (13) is the same as C1 9 Then (12) may be written 
as 
f f~(t)Y(t)d# > 0 if X~ = 0, 
f fj(t)Y(t)d# = 0 if X 3. > O. 
This is seen to complete the proof. 
2. AN ORTHOGONALITY PROBLEM RELATED TO UP INDEPENDENCE 
The following refinement of the Dines theorem is a corollary of Theo- 
rem la. 
THEOREM 2a. Let fl(t), f2(t) ..... f~(t) be a given sequence of functions 
of L~. Let S be a finite subset of points of Q. Then the orthogonality prob- 
lem 
t f~(t)y(t)d# = 0, i = 1, 2 .... , n fo 
As y(t)>O in D- -S  
y(t) >_ 0 in S 
has a solution y(t) in L2 if and only if the sequence fl(t),f2(t) ..... fn(t) sat- 
isfies the independence ondition 
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B2 xifi(t)~O in f2- - -~]  xif~(t)=O in Y2 -  S a.e. 
1 
for any sequence of constants xl, x2, ..., xn. 
PROOF: Let the sequence of functions F1, F2 .... , F~n be defined as 
F~i_l(t) = --fi(t), F2i(t) =AQ(t). i = l .... , n. (1) 
Then it is clear that problem A~ for the sequence {Fi(t)) is equivalent to 
problem A2. Moreover given x~ +, ..., x+~ then 
2~z n 
Z xj+Fj = k (x+i- X+2i-1)A = Z XiA. (2) 
1 1 1 
Conversely, given x i ,  let x~ = xi if xi ~ 0 and let X~_l = -- xi if 
xi ~ 0. Thus the correspondence given by (2) shows that condition B1 
for {Fi} is equivalent to condition B~ for {j~}. Thus Theorem 2a is a 
corollary of Theorem la. 
Corresponding to Theorem lb there is a Theorem 2b, which is the 
same except that now the constants X1 .... , Xn may be of either sign. 
3. A LINEAR PROGRAM RELATED TO PLUS-UP  INDEPENDENCE 
Consider the following linear program A n concerning a given sequence 
of functions fo(t), fl(t), ..., f~(t) of L~ and a sequence of given constants 
bl ,  b2 ..... b~. The dual program B a states that the function fo(t) is 
plus-up dependent on the set fl(t) .... ,f~(t). 
t y(t) fO  y ~ L2 
Az bi + a fi(t)y(t)dl* >~ O, i = 1, 2, ..., n 
= sup M fo(t)y(t)d#. 
y J 12 
Thus the dual program is defined by analogy with finite linear program- 
ming to be: 
[ x i>0 ,  i=  1,2 .... ,n 
/ 
B8 ~ fo(t) + Z~ x~fi(t) <_ 0 a.e. 
2 
M'  = inf Y~ xibi. 
x 1 
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A program is termed consistent if the constraints can be satisfied. In 
other words there is a feasible solution. M is termed the value of the 
primal program and M' is termed the value of the dual program. 
LEMMA 1. I f  both the primal and dual programs have feasible solutions 
then both programs have finite values. Moreover M ~ M'. 
PROOF: This follows from the inequalities 
f - foyd# ~ -- xif iyd# ~ • xibi . 1 1 
Let us term the primal program superfeasible if there is a feasible solu- 
tion y(t) which is positive except possibly for a finite set of points S. 
In other words the program Aa is superfeasible if and only if the follow- 
ing system is consistent: 
y(t) > 0 in ~2 - S, 
y(t) > 0 in S, (1) 
r f~(t)y(t)d# ~ O, i ~ 1, 2 ..... n. bi + 
d f2 
LEMMA 2. The primal program is superfeasible if and only if for any 
non-negative X 1 ) . , . )  X n 
1 
~, xibi <_ 0 
1 
a'e~-~ / ~nl xifi = 0 
~ x~bi = O. 
a.e. in $-2--S, 
(2) 
PROOF: Let us adjoint a point to to the space ~2 obtaining a new space 
Oo 9 Assign unit measure to to. Extend the functionsj~(t) o the space s
by the definitions 
F~(t) ~ j~(t), t ~ ~2, 
Fi(to) ~- bi. (3) 
Then the superfeasibility relations (1) are equivalent o 
Y>O in 12o--S, 
Y > 0 in S, 
f Fi(t) Y(t)dtz >~ O, i = 1 ..... n. 
d t20 
(4) 
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The equivalence of (1) and (4) results from the correspondence y(t) 
= Y(t)/Y(to). 
Then it follows directly from Theorem la that (4) holds if and only 
if 
n n 
x,F~(t) < 0 in /20 --+ ~ x~Fi(t) -- 0 in Do -- S. 
1 1 
This is exactly the same relation as (2) and so Lemma 2 is proved. 
A program is termed convergent if it has a finite value and if there is a 
feasible solution which is optimal. In other words program B3 is conver- 
gent if there is a feasible vector x ~ such that 
M'= ~ x~~ 
1 
THEOREM 3a. Suppose the primal program is superfeasible. Then the 
primal program has a finite value M if and only if the dual program is 
consistent. In this case the dual program also has a finite value M' = M. 
Moreover the dual program is convergent. 
PROOF: It follows from Lemma 1 that if the dual program is consistent 
then the primal program has a finite value. Conversely suppose that the 
primal program has a finite value M. Let b0 ---- -- M. Then if e > 0 
the following system is inconsistent 
y(t) > 0 in g2 -- S 
y(t) >_ 0 in S, 
b~ + f f~(t)y(t)dl~ >_ O, 
(5) 
i = 1, ..., n, 
bo -- e + f fo(t)y(t)dl~ >_ O. 
defined as in (3) but introduce an additional point t I to Let Fo(t) be 
obtain a still larger space 01.  Let h have unit measure and let 
Fo(q) = -- 1, Fi(h) = O, i=  1, ..., n. (6) 
Then the system (5) is equivalent to the system 
Y(t) > 0 in g21 -- S 
Y(t) ~ 0 in S, (7) 
f Fi(t) Y(t)dtz ~ O, i = O, 1 .... , n. 
d 121 
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This follows from the correspondence y( t )= Y(t)/Y(to), e = Y(tO 
/Y(to). Since the system (7) is inconsistent i follows from Theorem la 
that there is a non-negative vector (Xo ~ xx ~ .... , xn ~ such that 
xi~ < 0 but ~ xi~ :;& 0 in s -- S. (8) 
o o 
I f  xo ~ = 0 then (8) would be in contradiction with (2). Thus by the 
homogeneity of (8) it may be assumed that x0 ~ = 1. Then (8) states that 
fo(t) + ~ xi~ ~ 0 
1 
-- M + ~ xi~ < O. 
1 
a .e .  
(9) 
We conclude from (9) that program Ba, is consistent and that M '  < M. 
But Lemma 1 gives M < M'.  
It then follows from (9) that x ~ is an optimal vector and so program Ba 
is convergent. This completes the proof of Theorem 3a. 
Theorem 3b. Suppose that the primal program is superfeasible and is 
of finite value M. Let g(t) and h(t) be given functions of L2 but 
h ( t )>O in g2- -Sand h(t)----O in S. (11) 
Then given a positive number e there are non-negative numbers Co, c,, 
9 .., Cn and a positive number ~ such that 
ty*(t) = [0g(t) + ~ eli(t)] + + t)h(t) C~ 
( o 
is a superfeasible solution and 
( fo(t)y*(t)d# ~_ M -- e. (12) 
d 
PROOF: I f  bo ---- -- M + e the following system is consistent 
y(t) > O i ng2- -S  
y(t) ~ 0 in S, 
f~(t)y(t)dl~ >_O, i = O, 1, ..., n. b~ + 
d 
(13) 
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Again making use of the space f2 o this system can be written in the 
form 
Y(t) > O i nO0- -S  
Y(t) ~ 0 in S, (14) 
f F~(t) Y(t)dl~ = O, i = O, 1 .... , n. 
d f20 
Since the system (14) is consistent we see that Theorem la applies, 
so the independence ondition B1 applies to the functions Fo, F1 . . . . .  Fn. 
Now apply Theorem lb with H(t) = h(t) in O and H(to) = 1. Then Ca 
is a consequence of C~ with 
y*(t) = Y(t)/Y(to), ci = XJY(to), ~ = 1/Y(to), G(t) = g(t) 
Of course (12) is a consequence of (13). 
It is worth noting that conditions (a), (b), and (c) of the Introduction 
continue to apply. Thus if the functions fi(t) are continuous then y(t) 
can be taken to be continuous, etc. 
4. A LINEAR PROGRAM RELATED TO UP INDEPENDENCE 
Consider the following linear program: 
l y ( t )~O y~L2 
A4 t bi + f a f~(t)y(t)dtz = O, 
= sup fa  fo(t)y(t)dlz. 
Y 
i=  1,2, . . . ,n  
The dual program is defined to be: 
(t) + •(t) < 0 
B4 
/M '  ----- inf ~ xib~ 
[ z 1 
a.e. 
Thus consistency of the dual program means that the function fo(t) is 
up dependent on the set fx(t) ..... f~(t). 
THEOREM 4a. Identical with Theorem 3a. 
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PROOF: As in Section 2 let 
F~i_l(t) = -- f /(t) ,  F2~(t) = J~(t), i = 0, 1 ..... n. (1) 
Thus Fo(t) = fo(t). Then it is seen that program A3 for Fo, F1 .... , F2, 
is identical to program Aa for fo , fx,  ...,fn in the sense that Y and M 
are the same. Also program B3 and Ba are equivalent under a suitable 
correspondence of variables. Thus Theorem 4a is a corollary of  Theo- 
rem 3a. 
THEOREM 4b. Identical with Theorem 3b except that ca, ..., cn may be 
of either sign. However Co is still non-negative. 
This is seen to be a corollary of Theorem 3b under the correspon- 
dence (1). 
5. A MOMENT PROBLEM EQUIVALENT TO UP  INDEPENDENCE 
The following theorem concerns a moment  problem An 9 This problem 
is similar to the linear program problem A4 but the moments  are re- 
garded as variable. 
THEOREM 5a. Let f l (t) ,  f2(t) ..... fn(t) be a given sequence of functions 
of L~. Consider the moment problem where a function y(t) of L2 is sought 
such that 
A5 I fa  f i(t)y(t)d# = wi, i = 1, 2 .... n 
t y(t) > o 
A necessary and sufficient condition that moment problem A5 is solvable 
for an arbitrary sequence of moments wl , w2 .... , wn is that the sequence 
f l ( t )  . . . .  f . ( t )  satisfies the independence condition 
B5 { ~ xi f~(t )~O a.e.---~xi = 0. 
1 
PROOF: First suppose that A5 holds but that Bs does not hold for 
xi = xi'. Then choose wi = xi' and, since y(t) ~ O, 
; w~fi(t)y(t)dl~ n 0 > I = Z wi ~ > o. 
, )  
1 1 
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This contradiction shows that B5 is necessary. In other words it is nec- 
essary that the functions be up independent. The proof that B5 is 
sufficient follows. 
THEOREM 5b. I f  independence ondition B~ holds then the moment prob- 
lem A5 has a solution given by the explicit formula 
c0 {r(o = tg(O + x,A(o]+, 
1 
where g(t) is an arbitrary function of L2. The numbers Xi, X2 ..... Xn 
are chosen to minimize the quadratic form. 
D5 {Q(p,x)= fa [p(t) + g(t) + ~ x, fi(t)]2d/u --2 ~ x, wi. 
1 1 
Here the variable function p(t) is a function of L2 subject o the constraint 
p(t) > O. 
PROOF: If B5 holds then afort ior i  the functions (fi(t)} are linearly 
independent. Thus there is a function h(t) such that 
f a fi(t)h(t)d# = -- w i (1) 
Then if Y(t) = y(t) + h(t) problem As is equivalent to 
A2* I fo f~(t)Y(t)d/z = O, i = 1, 2 ..... n 
t Y(t) > h(t). 
Now B5 implies B2 so Theorem 2b holds. Consequently problem A2* 
is solvable. Thus Theorem 5b is a corollary of Theorem 2b. 
6. A MOMENT PROBLEM EQUIVALENT TO PLUS-UP INDEPENDENCE 
The following theorem is seen to be a corollary of Theorem 3a. 
THEOREM 6a. Let fl(t) ..... fn(t) be a sequence of functions of L2. 
Consider the moment problem where a function y(t) of L2 is sought such 
that 
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A6 I fa  fi(t)y(t)d# ~ O, i = 1, 2 ..... n 
t y(t) ~ 0 
.4 necessary and sufficient condition that the moment problem A6 be solva- 
ble is that the sequence fl(t), ...,fn(t) satisfy the independence condition 
B 6 {~xi f~( t )~O a.e. --~ xi = 0 
1. 
for any set of non-negative constants xl , . . . ,  xn. 
The details of the proof are left to the reader's curiosity. 
7. A PEARL OF THE FINITE AND A PERIL OF THE INFINITE 
It is of interest o consider the previous developments in the special 
case when # is a discrete measure on a finite set of m points. Thus the 
pair of dual programs Aa and B a can be written in the form 
A7 
B7 
y j~0,  j=  1, 2, ..., m 
m 
~o+ ~3~jY~--  >0,  i :  1,2 ..... n 
1 
M = sup ~ foff~. 
t 
x i>0,  i=  1,2 ..... n 
fo~ + ~, xi fij <-- O, j=  1,2 .... ,m 
1 
M'= inf ~ xif~o. 
1 
Here J~j corresponds to fd t )  in the previous notation. Also, to bring out 
the symmetry, the notation J~o = bl is used. 
It is seen that role of the primal and dual programs are interchanged if 
the notation for the matr ix J~ is changed to Fij where 
Fi~ = - f~i. (1) 
Thus we now have the famous symmetric duality theorem of finite 
linear programming. 
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THEOREM 7a. The primal program is consistent and has a finite value M 
if and only if the dual program is consistent and has a finite value M'. 
Moreover M ~ M' and both programs are convergent. 
PROOF: This is a direct consequence of Theorem 3a together with the 
symmetry of the finite dual programs. Of course it must be noted that 
feasibility and superfeasibility are the same for finite programs. 
It is dangerous to conjecture what might be true for infinite programs 
if one supposes that only a minor modification of the finite duality 
theory is needed. To bring out this difficulty we present wo counter- 
examples here, 
Let the space Q of consideration be the interval [-- 1, 1] of the real 
axis. Let the functions fo(t), fl(t), and f~(t) be defined as 
fo(t) t for t> 0 and fo(t) = 0 for t < 0, (2) 
fa(t) = t, (3) 
A( t )  = - t 2, t ~ 0 and f2(t) ~ 0, t ~ 0. (4) 
Then consider the pair of dual programs A* and B* 
f l  ~(t)y(t)dt ~ O, y(t) ~ 0 l + -1 
f l  A(t)y(t) dt = A* 0 -k- -1 0 
M = sup -1 fo(t)y(t)dt. 
B* fo(t) + xl A(t) + A(t) <_ o 
L M' - - - - in fx l .  
Clearly the program A* is consistent provided y(t)----0 for t ~ 0. It 
follows that M----0. 
In program B* we have 
(1 +x l ) t - -x2t  2~0,  t~O,  
xlt < O, t <~ O. 
The first relation demands 1 + xl __< 0. But the second relation demands 
that xl _~ 0 and this is clearly impossible. Thus in this example theprimal 
program is consistent and has a finite value but the dual program is incon- 
sistent. 
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As a second example suppose 
f~(t) ---- -- t, t > 0 and f l ( t )  = t, t < 0 (5) 
fo(t) = 0, t ~ 0 and fo(t) = t, t < 0. (6) 
It follows that program A* is consistent provided y(t) ~ 0 for t > 0. 
Then because fo(t) = f l ( t )  for t ~ 0 it follows that M ~ -- 1. 
The dual program becomes 
- -  x l t  - -  x2t  2 ~ O, t ~ O, 
(1 -I- xOt < O, t < O. 
It follows from the first relation that xl ~ 0. Thus the dual program is 
convergent with xl ---- x2 ---- 0 and the value is M '  ---- 0. Thus in the second 
example the primal program is consistent and has a finite value M and the 
dual program is consistent and has a finite value M', but M < M'. 
3. REGULAR LINEAR PROGRAMS AND PLUS DEPENDENCE 
In a previous paper [15] Karlovitz and the author defined a regular 
infinite program as a linear program satisfying either of  these require- 
ments: 
I. There are an infinite number of  variables but only a finite number 
of  constraints. 
II. There are an infinite number of equality constraints but only a 
finite number of inequality constraints and a finite number of 
variables. 
It is not difficult to show that the dual of  a program of type I is of  type II 
and conversely. Such programs were termed "regular" because a sym- 
metric duality theorem holds just as for finite programs. 
THEOREM 8a. A regular program is consistent and has a finite value M 
if and only i f  the dual program is consistent and has a finite value M'. 
Moreover M : M '  and the programs are convergent. 
In the previous paper [15] attention was confined to the variable t 
having a discrete domain. In this paper the variable t is allowed a conti- 
nuous range. Moreover Theorem 8b to follow is new. Theorem 8b gives 
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an explicit representation for a class of feasible solutions of the primal 
program. 
The program A8 to follow is a regular program of type I. All functions 
are of class La. 
bi q- f fi(t)y(t)d# ~ O, i : 1, 2, n 
As 
M---- sup ~ | fo(t)y(t)dt~. 
The dual program to As is the regular program B 8 of type II. 
xi>_O 
Bs / f  o+ 1 ~ x ,~( t )~O a.e. 
[ M '= inf ~ x ib,. 
Thus Bs states that the function fo(t) is plus dependent on the functions 
f~(t) ..... f,~(t). 
To prove Theorem 8a we wish to show that regular programs are equiv- 
alent to finite programs. To this end let 
aij = f fi(t)fj(t)dtz, i, j = O, 1, ..., n. 
Then ai~ is an n q- 1 by n q- 1 symmetric matrix. Consider the following 
programs A' and A": [ z~>0 
A' bi -]- ~ ai jzj  ~ 0 A"  bi q-" ~ ai jzj  ~ 0 
o o 
M----sup ~ ao~Z~. M----sup ~ aojz~. 
0 o 
Here i=  1, 2,...,n and j=0,  1 ..... n. 
The corresponding dual programs B' and B" are 
B, 
x~>O 
n 
ao~ + E xiai~ = 0 
1 
n 
M' = inf 5] x~bi. 
1 
{ xi_>0 B" ao5 + ~ xiaij <_ 0 1 
M' = inf ~ xibi. 
1 
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LEMMA 3. Programs Ba, B', and B" are equivalent in the sense that 
they have the same solutions xl , . . . ,  Xn. 
PROOF: I f  Ba has a feasible solution x, 
f fj(t)[fo(t) q- ~ xifi(t)ld# = O. 
1 
This shows that B' and B" have the feasible solution x. On the other 
hand if B" has a feasible solution x", 
~ x."a.. < O, Xo" = 1. 
o 
Multiply this by xy'  and sum. Since xj" > 0 it follows that 
O> ~ ~ x ."a . .x . " :  f ~ -- , *, , [ xi'~(t)]2dlz. 
o o 
This implies that 
xi'~(t) : 0 a.e. 
0 
and so x" is a feasible solution of Bs. Hence by what was shown above 
B' has the same solution. Obviously if x' satisfies B' it also satisfies B", 
so the proof of the lemma is complete. 
LEMMA 4. To each feasible solution y(t) of Aa there corresponds a feasi- 
ble solution z of A' and conversely. 
PROOF: Let a function yo(t) be defined as 
yo(t) = ~ zifi(t). (2) 
o 
Given a function y(t) it is possible, of course, to choose the constants 
Zo, z l ,  ..., Zn so that 
fa fi(t)y(t)d# = fa fi(t)yo(t)d#, i = O, 1, 2, ..., n. (3) 
Then if y(t) satisfies As so also does Yo. Substituting the expression (2) 
for Y0 into As and taking account of the definition of ai~ one sees that A' 
is feasible. Conversely if A' is feasible it is seen that As is satisfied by 
yo(t) defined by (2). 
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To prove Theorem 8a note that Lemma 3 shows that Bs has a finite 
value M '  if and only if B' has a finite value M'. Then the duality Theo- 
rem 7a for finite programs hows that B' has a finite value M'  if and 
only if A' has a finite value M'. Lemma 4 shows that A' has a finite 
value M'  if and only if As has a finite value M'.  This proves that program 
B8 is consistent with a finite value M'  if and only i f  the program As 
is consistent and has a finite value M'  ---- M. The Lemmas 3 and 4 show 
that programs As and Bs are convergent so the proof of Theorem 8a 
is complete. 
THEOREM 8b. I f  the regular program As has a finite value then there is 
an optimal solution of the form 
n 
y(t) = E zi"Ji(t) (4) 
0 
where zi" ~ O. 
PROOF: It was seen above that As had a solution of the form (4) but 
it was not shown that zi ~ 0. If  As has the value M then Theorem 8a 
shows that Bs has the value M. Then Lemma 3 shows that B" has the 
value M. Then by the finite duality theorem A" has the value M for 
some z". But then y(t) defined by (4) satisfies A s and gives the value M. 
9. WEAK AND STRONG CONSISTENCY 
Karlovitz and the author recently formulated a simple duality theory 
for fully infinite programs [15]. By a fully infinite program is meant a 
linear program with an infinite number of variables and an infinite 
number of constraints. In this section this new duality theory will be 
extended to the case in which the variable has a continuous range. 
Let f0(t), fx(t) .... be an infinite sequence of functions of L~. Then 
consider the pair of fully infinite programs: 
I bi + f f~(t)y(t)d/z ~ O, i = 1, 2 ..... 
A9 a 
M = sup fa fo(t)y(t)d# = O. 
(X3 
The dual program is 
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Bo 
xi >~ O, i = 1, 2, .,., oo 
fo(t) + ~ xifi(t) = 0 
1 
M' = inf ~. xibi. 
1 
Note that program A9 would reduce to the regular program As(n) if we 
would delete all the constraining equations for i > n. This suggests 
that the program A9 be termed weakly consistent if the program As(n) 
is consistent for arbitrary large integers n. Furthermore, if M(n) is the 
value of As(n), then {M(n)} is a monotone decreasing sequence. If  
{M(n)} has a limit we say that program Aa has a weak value M = lim 
M(n) as n -+ 00. 
The program B9 would reduce to the regular program Ba(n) if we set 
xi = 0 for i > n. Thus program B 9 is said to be strongly consistent if for 
n sufficiently large the program B8(n) is consistent. Furthermore,  if 
M'(n) is the value of Bs(n), then {M,(n)} is a monotone decreasing se- 
quence. I f  {M'(n)} has a limit we say that program B 9 has a strong value 
M'  = lim M'(n) as n --+ 00. 
THEOREM 9a. Program A9 is weakly cons&tent and has a finite weak 
value M if and only if the dual program B 9 is strongly consistent and has a 
finite strong value M'. Moreover M = M'. 
PROOF: The programs As(n ) and Bs(n) are dual regular programs. 
it follows from Theorem 8a that M(n)= M'(n) and Theorem 9a is 
then a direct consequence. 
10. THE FREDHOLM INTEGRAL INEQUATION 
It was noted by Dines [5] that his orthogonality theorem had applica- 
tion to the Fredholm theory of integral equations. In this section we 
make a similar application with the extended orthogonality theorem. 
Recall that the Fredholm theory concerns the integral equation 
~(t) q- fa k(t, s)~o(s)d# y(t) (1) 
and the associated homogeneous equation 
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~(t) -k f a q~(s)k(s, t)dlz =- O. (2) 
Then the primal problem here will be the conversion of (1) to an ine- 
quality. The dual problem will concern the solution of (2) with a non- 
positive function q0(t). 
THEOREM 10a. Let k(t, s) be a regular La kernel. Let h(t) be an L2 
function which is positive in ~ except possibly for a finite set of points S 
where h(t)----O. Consider the Fredholm inequation 
glo { ~v(t) + f a k(t, s)~(s)d# > h(t) in ~9. 
Then Alo has a solution yJ(t) in L2 if and only if 
Blo ~ ~o(t) q- ( ~(s)k(s, t)dtz = 0 ~ h(t)qJ(t) = 0 a,e. 
t d I2 
where ~(t) is in L~ and ~(t) <_ 0 a.e. 
PROOF: According to the Fredholm theory there is a solution ~p(t) 
of the integral (1) if and only if y(t) is orthogonal to every solution ~(t) 
of the associated equation (2). Also according to the Fredholm theory 
there are only a finite number of linearly independent solutions of (2). 
Let such a set of solutions befl(t) ..... fn(t). First suppose this set is not 
empty. 
Thus inequality Alo holds if and only if there is a function y(t) of L~ 
such that 
_ fa fi(t)y(t)d# ---- 0, i = 1, ..., n 
y(t) > h(t) (3) 
Now this is precisely the orthogonality problem As* of Theorem 2b. 
Thus according to Theorem 2b the orthogonality problem (3) holds if 
B2 ~ ~ xifi(t) <__ 0 --> h(t) ~ xifi(t) = 0 a.e. 
L 1 1 
But let ~0(t) = Y~ xifi(t) and this is seen to be the same as Blo. On the 
other hand if (3) holds then As holds and Theorem 2a states that Bz 
holds. This proves the theorem if the set (f~} is not empty. However if 
this set is empty then Blo is trivially true and ~p(t) can be chosen to make 
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Alo an equality. This completes the proof. Moreover it should now be 
recognized that further ramifications of this Fredholm inequality are 
feasible. 
Of the references listed, [5] is the one most closely related to the pre- 
sent paper. Reference [2] concerns the finite form of the infinite problem 
treated in [5]. The ideas in [2] were partly suggested by a problem in 
applied mathematics oncerning voting [1]. Papers [7] and [12] concern 
counterexamples contrasting finite and infinite systems of inequalities. 
Papers [8] and [11] are survey papers. 
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